REVIEW (GRADE 10 –TERM II)
I/ Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest
1:

A. rest

B. disaster

C. style

D. serene

2:

A. victory

B. replace

C. announcer

D. violence

3:

A. cheap

B. cheer

C. champion

D. school

4:

A. please

B. witness

C. postpone

D. space

5:

A. check

B. change

C. character

D. chase

II/ Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest
1: A. title

B. medal

C. finalist

D. competitor

2: A. victory

B. trophy

C. compete

D. tournament

3: A. exhaust

B. movement

C. actor

D. sequence

4: A. witness

B. cinema

C. industry

D. defeat

5: A. announce

B. global

C. final

D. horror

III/ Vocabulary and grammar
1: After his performance, the __________ clapped for five minutes.
A. participants
B. actors
C. audience
D. guards
2: He was an __________ storyteller. We were __________ and laughed a lot.
A. amusing / amusing
B. amused / amusing C. amused / amused D. amusing / amused
3: He chose a suitable ____________ to put his camera so that he could take the best photographs.
A. scenery
B. position
C. place
D. B and C
4: She heard _________ news, and she was so ____________ that she could not say anything.
A. surprising / surprised
B. surprising / surprising
C. surprised / surprised
D. surprise / surprised
5: SYNONYM: As expected, she could not come first in the annual tennis tournament.
A. crowd
B. competition
C. final
D. match
6: ANTONYM: He is determined to make a success of this project.
A. failure
B. victory
C. surrender
D. abandon
7: The game is ____________ nationwide every four years.
A. held
B. happened
C. made
D. taken place
8: The ___________ at the stadium felt extremely happy when their team won.
A. audiences
B. viewers
C. bystanders
D. spectators
9: In Van Mieu, the names, places of birth and achievements of top students in the royal examinations were
engraved on _______.
A. royalty
B. confucius
C. banyan tree
D. stone stelae
10: SYNONYM: Some pictures of the early civilization was engraved on the cave’s wall.
A. preserved
B. carried
C. carved
D. drawn
11: SYNONYM: Nobody remember the original architecture of the church since it was built a long time
ago.
A. initial
B. changing
C. start
D. existing
12: ANTONYM: When a sequence of still pictures were set in motion, they could give the feeling of
movement.
A. slow
B. moving
C. silent
D. rapid

13: ERROR IDENTIFICATION: The students were interesting in taking a field trip to the National
Museum.
A. interesting
B. were
C. taking
D. a field trip
14: Under the Le ______, the kingdom of Vietnam reached its peak, expanding to the south and conquering
a portion of the Khmer Empire.
A. feudal
B. rule
C. conference
D. dynasty
15: Do you think __________ moon is full tonight? I like sitting in ___________ garden beside this well to
watch it.
A. a/a
B. the/the
C. a/the
D. the /a
16: __________ milk is often added to __________ tea in __________ UK.
A. no article / no article / the
B. the / the / no article
C. the / the / an
D. a/ a/ no article
17: It was not until 1915 that____________
A. the cinema has really become an industry
B. the cinema really became an industry
C. the cinema had really become an industry
D. the cinema really become an industry
18: It was not until _______________that she cooked the meal.
A. her father came home
B. her father would come home
C. her father has come home
D. her father comes home
19: This is ___________ composition that I have ever read.
A. bad
B. worst
C. the worse
D. the worst
20: Nam is the __________ in his family; all the members are much taller.
A. lowest
B. shortest
C. taller
D. tallest
IV/ Supply the correct form of the words in brackets
1: We are all surprised at his ___________. (announce)
2: We offer a ___________ salary to workers who have experience. (compete)
3: Mr. Andy wants to talk to the _______ of the school in order to discuss the terms of payment. (represent)
4: A ______ is a person who has profound knowledge of a particular subject because he/she has studied it in
detail. (school)
5: He was born at Spires in 1635, and known as a physician, a scholar and an ___________. (adventure)
6: I found girls who bite their nails really ____________. (irritate)
7: He believed London was no longer the world’s most_________________ exciting city. (culture)
8: We were deeply _______________ at his result. (disappoint)
9: He is getting _______________ with his recent job. (bore)
10: It was really the most _______________ match that I’ve watched. (excite)

V/ Fill in the blank with ONE suitable WORD to compete these sentences.
1: Thousands of talented and enthusiastic athletes have gathered to compete ________ the marathon.
2: Dubbed the "King of Pop", Michael Jackson is regarded _______ one of the most significant cultural
figures of the 20th century.
3: Anything relating ________ Chemistry is a complete mystery to me.
4: When sound films first appeared _______ the screen, they attracted wide attention from audience all over
the world.

5: Newly discovered evidence set a second investigation ___________motion.
6: I prefer action movies ________ cartoons.
7: No one in my class is as tall ________ Peter.
8: Today it is hotter ________ it was yesterday.
9: Paris is ________ more exciting than I expected.
10: As I could remember, yesterday outside of _______ house in ________ neighborhood, there was
________ suspicious man. ________ suit of ______ man was black. He was standing there for ______ long
time holding _______ object that looked like _______ knife. Luckily, nothing bad happened.

VI/ Read the text below and choose ONE of the words in the box to fill in each gap. There are TWO
extra words in the box
SPECTACULAR
INVENTION
SEQUENCE
PERFORM
RAPID
PHYSICALLY
GENRE
If you love movies with lots of high-speed car chases, martial art fights, gun battles and big explosions,
you are a fan of action movies. This (1)________ includes superhero movies like Captain America movies,
martial arts movies like Japanese samurai films or Chinese kung fu movies, or action-packed thrillers like Fast
and Furious. The most successful action movies are often from major Hollywood studios like Universal
Pictures, Marvel Studios, Warner Bros, etc. There are a lot of movies with big budgets, the most famous actors,
expensive special effects and (2)________action scenes. Millions of action movie fans all over the world flock
to see them as soon as they are released. To create these special effects and breathtaking action scenes, directors
use computer-generated imagery, or CGI. CGI is used for visual effects because the quality is often higher and
effects are more controllable than other more (3)________ based processes. Before the (4)________ of CGI,
directors had to film real explosions and fires created by experts in pyrotechnics, and they had to use speciallytrained actors to (5)________dangerous stunts. They found it difficult to create realistic scenes of superheroes
using their superhuman powers, but with CGI they can make it easier.
VII/ Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word
given. DO NOT CHANGE THE WORD GIVEN. You must use between TWO and FIVE words,
including the word given
1: I couldn’t fall asleep until early morning. (that)
→It was …………………………………….. I could fall asleep.

2: You can’t possibly find a cheaper place than our hotel in the entire area. (the)
→Our hotel ....................................................... the entire area.

3: Ned doesn’t earn as much money as Albert. (earns)
→Albert …………………………………………Ned.

4: To the audiences, his performance was truly impressive. (by)
→The audiences .................................................................... his performance.

5: There are 32 football teams competing in the final tournament. (part)
→32 football teams …………………………………….. final tournament.

THE END

KEYS
I/ Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the rest
1: B

2:A

3:D

4:A

5:C

II/ Choose the word which is stressed differently from the rest
1:D

2:C

3:A

4:D

5:A

III/ Vocabulary and grammar
1:C

2:D

3:B

4:A

5: B

6:A

7:A

8:D

9:D

10:C

11:A

12:B

13:A

14:D

15:B

16:A

17:D

18:A 19:D 20:B

IV/ Supply the correct form of the words in brackets
1: ANNOUNCEMENT

2: COMPETITIVE

3: REPRESENTATIVE

4: SCHOLAR

5: ADVENTURER

6: IRRITATING

7: CULTURAL

8: DISAPPOINTED

9: BORED

10: EXCITING

V/ Fill in the blank with ONE suitable WORD to compete these sentences.
1: IN

2: AS

3: TO

4: ON

5: IN

6: TO

7: AS

8: THAN

9: MUCH

10: A – THE – A – THE – THE – A – AN – A

VI/ Read the text below and choose ONE of the words in the box to fill in each gap. There are TWO
extra words in the box.
1: GENRE
2: SPECTACULAR
3: PHYSICALLY
4: INVENTION
5: PERFORM
VII/ Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word
given. DO NOT CHANGE THE WORD GIVEN. You must use between TWO and FIVE words,
including the word given
1: NOT UNTIL EARLY MORNING THAT
3: IS THE CHEAPEST PLACE IN
3: EARNS MORE MONEY THAN
4: WERE TRULY IMPRESSED BY
5: TAKE PART IN THE

